Ridin Red (Once Upon a Dream Book 3)

A race against biological time... After
being used to a life of luxury, Anastasia
Trumane has the silver spoon ripped from
her mouth. And she couldnt be happier.
Hard work fills her with unexpected pride,
opening a world of new beginnings and
hopefully redemption for her past. But
when she sees her old Dom, Lucien Wolf,
old hurts surface.Lucien Wolf is a
Dominant who gets what he wants. Hes
found his mate in Bruno Hunter, but their
bond isnt complete. They both need
Anastasia. Years ago, Lucien unknowingly
started the mating bond with Anastasia. An
unbreakable bond. One that would hurt
them all if not completed.One woman, two
wolves, a triad forged in kink.
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